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Solutions for the flooding problem for Ten Mile Canal Community Group residents and 
businesses has been progressing, albeit at a rather slow pace.  This update and related 
documents mentioned below are available on our website at TMCCG.org. 
 
Conclusions:   
The County is now in the final stages of starting a “Phase 3” Study to identify what 
should be done to achieve a long-term solution to the Ten Mile Canal flooding problem.  
They expect to announce their scope of work for that project in the near future.  The 
work is intended to be awarded to AIM Engineering and Johnson Engineering. 
 
The County and State both, we believe, know what needs to be done, and have been 
so advised by their engineers’ studies, and FEMA, as far back as the 70s and as 
recently as 2018.  
 
Unfortunately, the current administration has inherited these problems due to decades 
of neglect by earlier administrations.  Now they must work to solve those very large and 
costly problems.   
 
We appreciate the difficulty, and we hope the results will yield significant improvement.  
However, TMCCG will continue to monitor the work at every stage to help insure that 
the errors and omissions of the past will not haunt nor harm our citizens and business 
owners into the future.  
 

Here are the actions that TMCCG believes Lee County and SFWMD must take: 
1) Complete Ten Mile canal with engineering improvements as necessary to achieve 

the designed level of service for the Canal. 
2) Develop and execute an ongoing routine maintenance program for all water 

management facilities and conveyances in the TenMile/Six Mile Cypress watershed 
with accountability and visibility to the County management and residents. 

3) Have SFWMD (South Florida Water Management District) take over and 
reassume their statutory responsibility for the Operation, Maintenance and 
Management of the water management system within Lee County. 

4) Divert Water from entering Ten Mile Canal 
Design and build alternative discharge routes/conveyances/devices for the 
excess flow that can never be accommodated by Ten Mile Canal.  These routes can 
be West to Hendry Creek above the Tamiami Weir, or to the Caloosahatchee River, 
or South and East to other wetland areas and conveyances. 

5) Modify permitting discharge guidelines immediately to update allowable 
discharge calculations that consider the latest data from FEMA and other valid 
sources. 

6) Implement procedures and regulations for ongoing measurement of outflows 
from all properties to insure compliance with permitted discharge levels.   
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Historical Summary of the Problem: 
 
1. Ten Mile Canal was originated in the 1920s by the Iona Drainage District as a Dike 

to prevent groundwater flow from the East entering the area of Fort Myers and 
surrounding inhabited urban areas.  Natural groundwater flow prior to the Dike was 
West to the Caloosahatchee River and South to Hendry Creek.   

 
2. Significant construction of the Canal was done in the 70s.  Ten Mile Canal was 

developed to convey the groundwater flows South to Mullock Creek and into the 
Estero Bay. It was intended to handle the water from the Ten Mile Watershed as well 
as that of the Six Mile Cypress watershed.  A total of nearly 70 square miles.   

 
3. The combined TenMile/Six Mile Cypress watershed land was all identified as Rural 

and Semi-Rural in 1979. Groundwater flows were measured after major 1978 rain 
events (that caused major flooding), at 20 cubic feet per second which was 15 
times less than the Urban area of Fort Myers that measured 300 cubic feet per 
second. 

 
4. Ten Mile Canal construction was never completed in the 70s according to the 

design.  Work on the final section between the Old Rt. 41 Intersection and 
Mullock Creek was discontinued due to the rock obstructions encountered in the 
canal bottom.  Berms were also never built along the sides of the canal as per the 
design.  This has left the Canal totally inadequate to handle the expected flow from 
the watershed.   

 
5. The TenMile/Six Mile Cypress watershed has changed dramatically during the last 

40 years and is now an Urban watershed which dramatically increased flow rates 
in the Canal.  

 
6. The Canal has not been maintained properly since the 70s, and many natural 

and man mad structures and developments in the lowest section of the canal have 
dramatically exacerbated the problem of the incomplete original construction. 

 
7. Water flow rates (in cubic feet per second CFS) are the fundamental cause of 

flooding.  When the flow rates exceed the capacity of the water conveyance system, 
the system overflows its banks and floods the adjoining properties.  Normal flow 
rates in the Canal measured 250-350 CFS before the floods.  Original design 
capacity was calculated at 600 CFS.  At peak during the flooding the flow rate was 
close to 3000 CFS or 5 times design capacity or nearly 10 times estimated 
actual capacity. 
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8. South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) is the State of Florida agency 
responsible by statute for: 

a) Operation, Maintenance, and Management of the water management system 
in South Florida.    

b) Permitting for developments as it regards groundwater discharge from a 
property. 

9. Lee County, years ago, decided to take full responsibility for the Operation, 
Maintenance, and Management of the system, and left SFWMD with only the 
Permitting responsibility for Lee County.  This decision has deprived the County of 
the technical expertise, management capabilities, and financial and personnel 
resources of SFWMD, to the major detriment of the entire water management 
system within Lee County.  All other major cities within South Florida use SFWMD 
for both of their statutory responsibilities in 8 above. 

10. Currently Lee County is negotiating to have SFWMD again take over responsibility 
for the Operation, Maintenance and Management of the entire system within the 
County. 

 
11. Permitting for water management associated with every new development and 

construction project is VERY Critical.  Simply stated, any new development must 
demonstrate that it will not produce any increased water flows from the developed 
area after completion than the rate that existed prior to development.  Thus every 
developer from the RSW Airport, roadways, all commercial and residential 
developments, must therefore demonstrate that their retention ponds and other 
devices will not discharge more than normal during and after a storm event. 

 
12. Flow rates currently being used for permitting have been those developed by Lee 

County in 1992.  US govt. agency FEMA did studies in 2003, 2008, and 2010 and 
updated the 2010 report in January of 2017.  In each case, the FEMA studies found 
that the groundwater flow rates had increased dramatically over the prior data, 
and significantly over the 1992 base data.  This then is a determination that all 
permits issued in the last 25+ years are based on bad input data, and the 
excess flows from these developments are a major contributory cause of the 
flooding. 

 
13. There is no documented process that we are aware of to monitor the actual outflow 

rates from the developed parcels.  So, it is unknown whether the permitting 
guidelines are even realized and maintained by the developers and owners. 

 
14.  In 1991, JEI completed a Stormwater Master Plan Update for Lee County.  This 

plan updated the 1,5,25 and 100yr storm profiles.  The canal cross sections in this 
plan did not match the design profiles from the 1977 JEI study/plan.  More 
importantly, the 25-year storm produced a flow rate of 3070 CFS from the 
watershed, or equal to nearly 6 times the designed capacity of the TenMile 
canal.  The 1991 plan does not calculate the capacity of the canal “as built” which is 
significantly less than “as designed”. Therefore the problem is even worse. 
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Additional Background Details and information: 
1. The 10 Mile Canal dates to 1920 when the Iona Drainage District created a Berm 

(Dike) and canal to divert ground water flow from the East, turn it South, and protect 
Fort Myers and surrounds. Known as Line A, along a North-South line, this later 
became the Ten Mile Canal. 

2. Ten Mile Canal was designed, developed and built in the 1970s to allow for handling 
water flow created by the Ten Mile Watershed and the Six Mile Cypress watershed. 
Those original development plans called for the Ten Mile canal to transport the water 
all the way to its termination at the intersection into Mullock Creek.  From there the 
water would flow into the Estero Bay and on to the Gulf of Mexico.  

3. The engineering design of the canal included high building berms on both sides and 
a dredged “ditch” between that would be able to transport the groundwater flow from 
what was the “Ten Mile Watershed plus the Six Mile Cypress Watershed” to Mullock 
Creek at the south end of the canal.  The canal was built from Hansen Street in Fort 
Myers to what is known as the “Tamiami Weir” which is located on the canal just 
north of where it intersected what is now known as “Old route 41.”   

4. From the Tamiami Weir South to Mullock Creek, the Canal has never been 
completed according to the design.  The rock in the canal bottom South of the Weir 
could not be removed easily so dredging essentially stopped below the weir.   A 
berm to form the West bank of the canal was only completed in certain areas, and 
was never built as designed along the East side of the canal.   

5. The Lee County water management plan was originally prepared in 1972 and was 
updated in 1979, both by Johnson Engineering.  In the 1979 study Johnson notes a 
3-day rainfall of 16 inches in March 1978 causing severe flooding, and a 2-day 10-
inch rainfall in June 1974 causing severe flooding.  So the County’s claim that the 2 
events in 2017 were 100 year events, must mean we have had 4 100 year rain 
events in the last 50 years! 

6. In the 1979 update Johnson notes that the TenMile/Six Mile Cypress watershed is 
a semi-rural and rural watershed.   The Carrell Road watershed in the City of Ft. 
Myers represented an “Urban” watershed.  Comparing the storm water runoff of 
these two in the study, the Urban watershed produced runoff of 300 cubic feet per 
second per square mile (CFS/SqMi), while the Ten Mile Canal rural watershed 
produced 20 CFS/SqMi.  The Urban runoff is 15 times greater than that of the 
rural or semi-rural area.  

7. The major point here is that the Ten Mile design of the 70s was based on a Rural 
area.  The TenMile/Six Mile Cypress watershed is certainly not rural in 2018!!  In 
simple terms, the more concrete, buildings, parking lots, rooftops, driveways, roads, 
and other impermeable structures that exist in an area, the larger the runoff water 
quantity from any given rain event.   
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8. To quote another part of the 1979 JEI study: “One of the most significant impacts on 
the hydrology of a watershed in SW Florida is the effect of roads crossing a 
watershed…...When these roads intercept sheet flow, the surface water seeks an 
opening …if the opening is too small…water elevation rises sufficiently to overtop 
the roadway dike.”  Needless to say, there are countless development factors that 
have affected the sheet flow throughout the Ten Mile/Six Mile Cypress watershed 
area since 1979!   

9. Excerpted from 1979 study re Hendry Creek Watershed “The Hendry Creek 
Watershed was, prior to 1900, one of the largest watersheds of the area.  However, 
construction of the Ten Mile Canal dike and levee truncated the majority of the 
watershed.  Much of the 60 square miles which now flows through Ten Mile Canal 
formerly flowed down Hendry Creek.  “Hendry Creek in its downstream reaches is 
unusually large and extremely deep for a watershed of this size.  The Creek 
averages 500 feet in width with a depth of six to ten feet…”  The size of this stream 
is indicative of waterflow in the past when the drainage area was many times what it 
is today.”     

 
 
These facts become extremely important when evaluating solutions for the Ten Mile 
problem.  Hendry Creek could very easily handle substantial diverted water flow from 
the Ten Mile Canal above the Tamiami Weir.  
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10.  Note pages 115 – 128 of the JEI 1979 study regarding Ten Mile Canal.  Numerous 
conclusions 
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11.  JEI 1979 study Excerpt Page 119  
a. “Carefully note that the photograph (of the Tamiami Weir) indicates almost no 

drop in water level across the weir.  This is conclusive visual proof that the 
weir did not affect the flow condition or obstruct upstream waterflow…. 
Existing obstructions are therefore clearly shown to be downstream of the 
Tamiami Weir.  Construction of the Ten Mile Canal project will greatly improve 
all aspects of water control in the Ten Mile Watershed area. 

b. “Problem Areas and Recommendations 
1. Ten Mile Canal Channel. 

a) Uncompleted portion of Ten Mile Canal 
b) Recommendation: Complete planned improvements as 

quickly as feasible.” 

 
 

The photo above is virtually identical to photos of the Weir after both rain 
events in August and September 2017.  The problem/cause was the same 
then as now.  
 

Once again, the County was clearly put on notice by JEI in 1979 that the problem of 
flooding lies along the section of Ten Mile Canal that was never completed according to 
the engineering design below the Tamiami Weir.    
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12. Excerpt JEI 1979 Study Page 117 & 118 
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13. Excerpted from JEI study of January 2018 
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14. Excerpt from JEI Study of Jan 2018 Future Project recommendations 
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14. Cont’d. 

 


